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Signing for the World’s Gold in the Global Debt Facility   
 

Karen Hudes                        Thu, Apr 16, 2015 at 12:39 AM 

 
To: Alpha Omega Silangan <alphaomegasilangan@gmail.com> 
 
 
A) Ferdinand Marcos already designated the authority to sign for the Global Debt Facility to 
several individuals; he did not assign his authority to his children.  The capacity to sign for the 
Global Debt Facility as authorized signatory is not inherited. 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/BILATERAL.pdf  The Geneva Convention is not relevant 
here.  The authorized signatory is authenticated by the Board of Governors of the World Bank 
and IMF pursuant to paragraph 6 of the Bilateral Minesfield Breakthrough Successor 
Agreement.  Mr. Mercado does not have any authority through assignment, moreover the 
Board of Governors has not authenticated Mr. Mercado's capacity as signatory of the Global 
Debt Facility.  The Board of Governors will be authenticating the signatory for each and every 
conveyance of the Global Debt Facility.         
 
B) Whatever you sent to "representatives of US Treasury, IMF, US Federal, United Nations, 
and the congress, governors" will not be accepted by them, as Alpha Omega Silangan has no 
authority over the Global Debt Facility either. 
 
C) I am married and do not need any other spouse. 
 
On Wed, Apr 15, 2015 at 7:09 AM, Alpha Omega 
Silangan <alphaomegasilangan@gmail.com> wrote: 
An abounding sense of peace. Work seems humble servant I sent. All representatives of  US 
Treasury, IMF, US Federal, United Nations, and the congress, governors. Representing 
clarifying talk about the World Bank and the constituted. Abundant day for all of us. Because 
here I am as a true Filipino, who inheriter of such latent resources, since the history of the gift 
of Alpha Omega, from the firstborn, precious blood. Left and up to the present to arrive baby's 
blood clarify the document provided for the opening of the secret treasure, which we know 
from Jose Rizal Mercado Rizal foundation of the Rizal Bank or the World Bank, which was 
first established in 1885. In my Father's fully former President Republic of the Philippines 
organized and recorded by a partner of the Geneva Convention and  nowadays re-clarification. 
 
I say as true name Mercado. The treasure it, exploit, and inherit all of the people, all over the 
world, specifically if you give my beloved Filipino people to recognize and acknowledge the 
popularity worldwide because the big truth is to be stated in the document that are not 
forsaken Philippines . Ever ending the war occurred globally, not mandated achievement of 
conquering aliens. As the viewpoint of debt in the United States of America, our allies are still 
first. Thank you dare marry you with honest and pure heart. Would lead us all in our 
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power  from God that he is the first and last. ALPHA OMEGA PEARL OF THE ORIENT SEAS. 
 
In discussing the issue is also looking to Heritage bonds spreads and hiding in our country 
Philippines brought here who fought in the world war 1 and 2, which was registered in history. 
 
At present the clarification that this will happen because life is probably the bloodline 
documents left by the 1969 Geneva Convention accomplished. The brand that blood from me, 
upheld real Wonderboy. The physical condition of your humble servant was the son of the 
former president of the Republic of the Philippines, Ferdinand Emmanuel Edralin Marcos 
Santiago, and the grandson of the hero Dr. Jose Rizal Mercado of the Philippines. So in my 
country people. 
 
Thankful and respectfully, 
 
Mr. Mercado 
 
 


